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WELCOME!
The launch of accreditation programmes and increased regulatory complexity has accelerated the professionalisation of
trusteeship. In Q2 of 2021, mallowstreet, in association with Newton Investment Management and in partnership with the
Pensions Management Institute and the Association of Professional Pension Trustees, surveyed 67 independent trustees and
interviewed 13 of them in greater depth. The goal was to understand the challenges they and the industry face and identify ways
in which managers can support them better. This report presents our findings.
We hope you find it insightful.

KEY STATISTICS

67
qualified responses from UK
independent trustees

30
questions

48%
have DB and DC scheme
clients

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDEPENDENT AND LAY TRUSTEES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep improving your qualifications and broaden your peer network to benefit from diversity of expertise and thought
Engage with asset managers more directly to learn from them but also educate them on the specific needs of your scheme
Point out where their communications need more clarity – and what jargon they need to get rid of to serve you better
Challenge greenwashing practices at managers using ESG and net zero as a PR exercise rather than value creation
Request specific ESG reporting and metrics and explain how they help you with evolving statutory requirements
Help managers develop simple, diversified, liquid, cost-effective products that can improve access to alternative assets
Engage with platform providers and ask them to be more flexible and innovative and make such products available
Challenge the Pensions Regulator and the Department for Work and Pensions to address DC pensions adequacy by
raising contributions and focusing on improving member understanding and engagement with pensions
Make member communications simpler, more frequent and interactive – and make greater use of emerging technology
Work with managers to generate better content that can increase member engagement and education
Incorporate hedging into DC default funds to improve member outcomes and protect against unrewarded investment risk
Consider hiring an independent trustee who can bring unparalleled expertise which complements the existing board
Switch to sole trusteeship to speed up decision-making, especially when working towards an endgame or consolidation

51%
work for schemes under
£1bn

62%
have six or more clients

5,300+
primary data points

13
interviews

8h+
recorded conversations

Disclaimer
Mallowstreet Limited, a company registered in England and Wales, is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Information provided in this Report is intended to provide general
information on matters of interest only. The information does not constitute accounting, financial, consulting, investment, legal or any other professional advice. Your use and reliance on information or
statements made in this Report is at your own risk and Mallowstreet Limited shall have no liability to any person or entity for any claim, loss or damage relating to the information in the Report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY*
KEY STATISTICS

•

•

INDEPENDENT TRUSTEES ARE KEY DECISION-MAKERS: they are now professionally accredited and crucial in manager
selection, ESG implementation and review. They offer substantial resources and diversity of thought and expertise at a time
when the pool of lay trustees is shrinking. Most chair the trustee board of their clients.
GROWING REGULATORY COMPLEXITY IS THE TOP INDUSTRY CHALLENGE: as a result, sole trusteeship is increasing in
popularity as it can speed up decision-making and help with consolidation. However, the Pensions Regulator’s push for
consolidation is met with mixed feelings.

•

ESG REQUIREMENTS ADD TO THE REGULATORY BURDEN: there is uneven knowledge on the subject, and not all ESG
approaches can be evenly applied across asset classes. The complementary experience of independent trustees from
different backgrounds helps them learn from each other.

•

DATA AVAILABILITY AND INTERNAL RESOURCES ARE THE MAIN ESG OBSTACLES: data is often inaccurate and
inconsistent, but schemes lack the governance budget and support from asset managers to confront this issue. Furthermore,
ESG integration is harder when dealing with fragmented assets on insurance platforms. There is a need for more ESG training
– but not necessarily for independent trustees.

•

NET ZERO IS MET WITH MORE SCEPTICISM AND CONCERN THAN ENTHUSIASM: there are strong reasons for it, but
trustees do not expect it to make a sufficient impact because they believe net zero is treated as another PR exercise.

•

DC PENSIONS ADEQUACY IS AT SERIOUS RISK: member communications are key as defined contribution (DC) pensions
replace defined benefit (DB) schemes, but they need to be simplified and of higher quality. Technology can help increase
member engagement throughout the member journey, but this is not enough – contributions need to increase too.

•

ACCESS TO DIVERSIFICATION IS UNEVEN: DC schemes have more limited access to valued asset classes like
infrastructure and private credit. Some hedge currency and equity market risk but this is the exception rather than the rule.
Small DB schemes face similar issues when accessing less liquid asset classes.

•

COSTS, COMPLEXITY AND A LACK OF INNOVATION IMPEDE ACCESS TO ALTERNATIVE ASSETS: many schemes access
alternatives via pooled funds and DGFs but the costs are too high. Additionally, scheme objectives determine the capacity for
complexity and liquidity risks. A more flexible and suitable offering for smaller schemes is vital. Platforms and infrastructure
need significant improvement.

•

FEE LEVELS AND ESG ARE NOW CORE MANAGER CRITERIA: asset managers should charge more realistic fees even if the
charge cap is relaxed. ESG integration and implementation have officially become core industry requirements, too.

•

MANAGERS NEED A NEW, SIMPLER WAY OF COMMUNICATING WITH TRUSTEES: trustees want clearer, simpler and
better communications from managers, including in ESG reporting.

96%
of independent trustees are
involved in ESG
implementation and review

76%
struggle with the growing
complexity of pensions

77%
of independent trustees
chair the trustee board at
their client schemes

51%
think DC contributions are
insufficient and the top risk
to pension adequacy

58%
of independent trustees say
access to infrastructure
investments would be
valuable for their clients

46%
would select managers based
on competitive fees

48%
want simpler and clearer
communications from
managers

Throughout this report, figures may add up to 99% or 101% due to rounding of percentages. Additionally, respondents were able to choose
multiple answers in some questions. As a result, figures in some bar charts will add up to significantly more than 100%.
**
Comments collected in the online survey are anonymised. Comments collected during interviews are attributed accordingly.
*
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INDEPENDENT TRUSTEES ARE KEY DECISION-MAKERS
Independent trustees are now professionally accredited and a key part of
manager selection, ESG implementation and review.
Independent trustees do not come from a lay trustee background – just onethird used to be sponsor-nominated trustees in the past, and scarcely any
used to be member-nominated trustees. Two-thirds work for an organisation
which acts as a Professional Corporate Sole Trustee (PCST) to at least one of
their clients. Nearly three-quarters have been accredited by the Association
of Professional Pension Trustees (APPT), while only 21% have an
accreditation from the Pensions Management Institute (PMI).
Nearly all independent trustees are directly involved in ESG implementation
and review, including reviewing how consultants approach ESG and
sustainability (80%), interviewing managers (70%), preparing the statement
of investment principles (75%) and the implementation statement (70%).
Specifically, independent trustees working for sole trustee firms are not only more likely to have APPT accreditation; they
also have greater ESG responsibilities at the schemes they work for, including reviewing how managers approach ESG and
sustainability, voting and engagement evidence, educating trustees and preparing reporting for members. This suggests that
sole trustees operate to a higher standard and can help raise the bar at schemes lacking internal resources.

KEY STATISTICS

100%
of independent trustees are
involved in manager
selection and review

63%
work for an organisation
which acts as a sole trustee
to at least one of the
schemes they work with

72%
have an APPT accreditation

96%
are involved in ESG
implementation and review

70%
interview managers on their
approach to ESG and
sustainability

70%
are responsible for preparing
the implementation
statement
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INDEPENDENT TRUSTEES HELP NAVIGATE REGULATIONS AND COMPLEXITY

55

GROWING REGULATORY COMPLEXITY IS THE TOP CHALLENGE
Independent trustees feel the burden of increased pensions complexity as
much as lay trustees. As a result, sole trusteeship is growing in popularity.
Over three-quarters of independent trustees say the growing
complexity of pensions is among the top three challenges they must
deal with. Equally, the top three challenges they help their clients
with are all regulatory – agreeing endgames, equalising GMP
benefits and ESG integration. As a result, other key challenges are
receiving less attention – including dealing with a weakening
sponsor, increasing member engagement, meeting return targets or
reducing scheme costs.
Sole trusteeship is
increasingly popular
as a way to deal with
regulatory complexity
and as an alternative
to consolidation. It is in
particularly
high
demand
among
schemes with assets
below £1bn.
The days of the ‘solo’
trustee are gone –
nowadays, these are
appointments where
independent trustee
services firms act as
professional
sole
trustees, essentially
outsourcing the entire
trustee board to a
team of experts.

KEY STATISTICS

76%
of independent trustees
struggle with the growing
complexity of pensions

51%
say agreeing endgame plans
is a top challenge for their
scheme

46%
worry about GMP benefit
equalisation

36%
name ESG integration and
implementation amongst
their top challenges

71%
of independent trustees
working with schemes under
£1bn say their company acts
as a sole trustee to at least
one of their clients
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SOLE TRUSTEES OFFER ACCESS TO AN EXPERT TEAM FOR FASTER DECISIONS

77

INDEPENDENT TRUSTEES REPRESENT DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS
Independent trustees come from various backgrounds, increasing the
diversity of thought and experience to the benefit of their clients.
Independent trustees usually come from one of several
backgrounds: investments, pensions consulting or management,
actuary, or finance and HR.
However, those with an investment background are over four times
more likely to have been sponsor-nominated trustees (SNTs) than
those coming from pensions consulting. As ex-SNTs, these trustees
would have worked in the investment management industry. This
parallel experience with pensions and investments has made them a
better fit for larger schemes – 29% of independent trustees with an
investment background now work for clients above £1bn, compared
to none of the ex-pensions consultants.
In contrast, ex-pensions consultants who have become independent
trustees tend to have a bigger book of smaller clients – 83% of them
work exclusively on schemes below £1bn, but 58% have 10 or more
clients, whereas just 7% of ex-investment professionals work on as
many schemes.
Most independent trustee firms have a diverse client base,
representing schemes of all sizes. As part of a broader team,
independent trustees have access to varied perspectives and
experiences.

KEY STATISTICS

21%
of independent trustees
come from an investment
background

43%
of them are ex-sponsor
nominated trustees

29%
of them work for schemes
with assets of at least £1bn

18%
of independent trustees
come from a pensions
consulting background

83%
of them work for schemes
with less than £1bn in assets

58%
of them have ten or more
clients
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INDEPENDENT TRUSTEES ARE KEY TO SMALLER SCHEMES
Most chair the trustee board of their clients – especially at smaller schemes.
However, ex-investment professionals are least likely to become chairs,
instead leveraging their specialist expertise.
Over three-quarters of independent trustees
chair the trustee boards of the schemes they
work for – especially for clients with assets
below £1bn. This makes them a key resource
to pension funds with more limited in-house
capabilities.
In contrast, 82% of independent trustees
working for clients with assets above £1bn sit
on the investment sub-committee, while 36%
are on the DC sub-committee. It is more
common for larger schemes to have these
additional governance structures.
It is also interesting to see that just over half
of ex-investment professionals now chair the
trustee board at the schemes they work for.
A much greater proportion (86%) are on the
investment
sub-committee,
instead
leveraging their specialist experience.
In contrast, just 50% of ex-pensions
consultants join the investment subcommittee at the schemes they work for. The
majority (83%) chair the trustee board.

KEY STATISTICS

77%
of independent trustees
chair the trustee board at
their client schemes

82%
of independent trustees
working for small schemes
are chairs

82%
of independent trustees
working for large schemes
are members of the
investment sub-committee

86%
of ex-investment
professionals join the
investment committee of
their clients

57%
of them become chairs

83%
of ex-pensions consultants
chair the schemes they work
for

This is another example of the diversity of
thought and experience that independent
trustees can bring to schemes of different
sizes, filling the internal resource gaps
specific to each client.
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THE CONSOLIDATION DRIVE IS MET WITH MIXED FEELINGS
With increasing regulatory pressure, interest in consolidation is also
growing, but the government’s push is met with some resistance.
About half of independent trustees say at least one of their clients is considering consolidation avenues. This includes 31%
whose DC clients are thinking about switching to a master trust, and 22% whose DB clients are considering consolidation via
a superfund or DB master trust. These are mainly schemes with assets up to £1bn.
It is interesting to see that DB consolidation is slightly less popular than DC master trusts. One possible reason is the greater
value for money offered by buyout insurers. Additionally, DB consolidators are right for a very specific segment of the DB
market – well-funded schemes with a weak sponsor, which may get better value for money if they buy out instead.
In contrast, the popularity of DC master
trusts is rising much faster, but the
industry is not exactly embracing them.
Until recently, DC schemes would mainly
call upon master trusts as their members
approached retirement. However, the
efficient governance and costs are
making them increasingly appealing.

KEY STATISTICS

45%
of independent trustees say
at least one of their clients is
considering consolidation

31%
say their DC clients are
thinking about joining a
master trust

22%
have DB clients considering
consolidation via superfunds
or DB master trusts

The Pensions Regulator has made it clear that smaller DC schemes with more limited governance resources should consider consolidating into master trusts.
However, many worry the ‘disproportionate’ increase in requirements will force well-run schemes down this path and see it as ‘anti-competitive’. Furthermore,
transferring to a DC master trust almost always means transaction costs – even with advance dealing and fund mapping, it involves the selling of assets on one
platform and buying them on another. Novation, which would be the equivalent of an in-specie transfer in a DB buyout, is only suitable in rare cases.
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ESG REQUIREMENTS ADD TO THE REGULATORY BURDEN
ESG reporting requirements play a significant role in the increasing
pensions complexity and training requirements.
For independent trustees who struggle with regulatory complexity, the second biggest challenge is improving their training on
ESG integration and implementation. A third of them say this – compared to just 6% of their peers. This suggests that ESG
requirements, including mandatory Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) reporting for schemes over
£5bn and all authorised DC and collective DC master trusts regardless of size from October 2021 are adding to the regulatory
burden on trustees. Indeed, nearly all of those focused on improving their ESG training are directly responsible for preparing
the implementation statement. Interestingly, 62% of them are also responsible for educating trustees.
This means that the need for ESG training is at least partly driven by limited internal knowledge, with independent trustees
taking on the responsibility to also educate lay trustees on this topic. And while ESG training and materials are widely available
nowadays, managers are increasingly expected to instead offer schemes support in reporting – which is challenging.

KEY STATISTICS

32%
of independent trustees
worried about the growing
regulatory burden say
improving their training in
ESG integration and
implementation is the second
biggest challenge they face

94%
of those focused on
improving their ESG training
are directly responsible for
implementation statements
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TRUSTEE KNOWLEDGE ON ESG INTEGRATION VARIES
Some independent trustees are well versed in climate change topics, but
not all ESG approaches can be evenly applied across asset classes.
Over half of ex-pension consultants
(who tend to work for smaller schemes
as shown on page 8) say ESG training is
a challenge for them, compared to
none
of
the
ex-investment
professionals. The latter group likely
have greater experience with ESG
integration and implementation.
Embedding responsible investing
principles in risk management, active
engagement and stewardship remain
the preferred ESG approaches for
most independent trustees – while
divestment and exclusions are rarer.

KEY STATISTICS

89%
say embedding ESG principles
in risk management is their
preferred approach

67%
would also like to see active
engagement and stewardship

57%
believe their preferred ESG
approaches cannot be applied
evenly across asset classes

However, 64% of ex-investment professionals favour carbon
reduction, and just over a third support alignment with climate
scenarios – the most out of all groups.
While ex-investment professionals can support their colleagues
on climate transition topics, 57% of all independent trustees say it
is not possible to apply their preferred ESG approach equally
across asset classes (chart not shown). This is just one of many
challenges they face – and a direct result of the lack of
standardisation, missing data and a shortage of manager offerings.
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DATA AVAILABILITY AND INTERNAL RESOURCES ARE THE MAIN ESG OBSTACLES

13
13

ADDITIONAL CHALLENGES INCLUDE SCHEME FIT, RELEVANCE AND COMPLEXITY

14
14

LARGER SCHEMES ESPECIALLY NEED ESG DATA AND METRICS
Schemes over £1bn are further ahead in ESG implementation and require
better metrics – and they use their scale to their advantage.
While smaller schemes rely on independent trustees to fill internal resource gaps, larger schemes need help with data and more
rigorous reporting requirements. Nearly 70% of independent trustees on schemes under £1bn are responsible for interviewing
managers on their ESG approach – compared to only 45% of those working for schemes over £1bn. In contrast, 73% of trustees
on larger schemes are responsible for reviewing key ESG metrics across portfolios – compared to just half of their peers looking
after smaller schemes. Independent trustees with larger clients are also more likely to get involved in reporting for the board.
In parallel, larger schemes are much more likely to use their scale to their advantage – 82% focus on active stewardship and
engagement, while nearly half would also divest from certain companies and sectors or seek alignment with specific climate
scenarios. Larger schemes likely benefit from having an investment sub-committee, which tends to be comprised of
independent trustees with an investment background (see page 9). Ex-investment professionals are much better versed in ESG
implementation topics than many of their peers (see page 12) – and can be crucial on the road towards net zero, given the
hesitance from the pensions industry.

KEY STATISTICS

69%
of independent trustees on
schemes under £1bn are
responsible for interviewing
managers on ESG strategy

73%
of trustees on schemes over
£1bn are responsible for
reviewing ESG metrics instead

45%
of them would divest from
certain companies and sectors

15

NET ZERO IS MET WITH MORE SCEPTICISM AND CONCERN THAN ENTHUSIASM

16
16

DC PENSIONS ADEQUACY IS AT SERIOUS RISK
Member communications are key as DC pensions replace DB schemes, but
driving engagement is not enough – contributions need to increase too.
Over a third of independent trustees say communications
with members is a key area where the schemes they work for
should improve – a similar proportion want to speed up
decision-making. This is interesting, given that member
engagement is not among the top challenges for these clients
(see page 6). Just 11% say member engagement is among the
key risks to DC pension adequacy.

KEY STATISTICS

36%
say member communications
are a key area needing
improvement

51%
think DC auto-enrolment
contributions are insufficient
and the top risk to pension
adequacy

Improving member communications can help with overall
engagement and understanding of DC pensions – and
independent trustees have substantial experience in this
area, learning from the best practices of their own clients, as
well as accessing the wealth of knowledge of their colleagues.
However, more than half of independent trustees claim the
top risk is insufficient contributions under auto-enrolment. A
further 35% point out that members lack sufficient
understanding of their pension – while just 7% think the top
issue is poor governance, echoing concerns about the push
towards consolidation (see page 10).
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MEMBER ENGAGEMENT NEEDS SIMPLICITY, TECHNOLOGY AND A HOLISTIC VIEW

18
18

ACCESS TO DIVERSIFICATION IS UNEVEN
DC schemes have more limited access to valued
asset classes like infrastructure and private credit.
Over half of independent trustees say access to infrastructure and private credit
investments would be beneficial for their scheme clients. Additionally, one in five states
the same about private equity, while about a third value access to corporate bonds.
However, while at least half of DB schemes are currently investing in infrastructure,
private credit and private equity, less than one in five DC schemes can say the same
about their default and self-select funds. Meanwhile, DB and DC schemes have broad
access to a number of asset classes, including the least valued one of all – property.

KEY STATISTICS

58%
of independent trustees
say access to
infrastructure
investments would be
valuable for their clients

55%
of DB scheme clients are
currently investing in this
asset class

12%
of DC schemes can say
the same

53%
of independent trustees
value access to private
credit

61%
of DB schemes are
currently investing in this
asset class

9%
of DC schemes can say
the same
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DC SCHEMES ARE ALSO BEHIND ON RISK HEDGING PRACTICES
Some DC schemes hedge currency and equity market risk but this is the
exception rather than the rule. In comparison to DB schemes, risk hedging
is much more limited in DC pensions.
Just under half of independent trustees state that their DC
clients hedge currency risk, but less than 15% hedge other
risks, such as equity market volatility, interest rates or
inflation. This contrasts the 80% or more who report their
DB clients hedge interest rate and inflation risks, and
additional third who have DB clients hedging currency
and/or volatility risks.
DB pension benefits depend directly on interest rates and
inflation, given the nature of investments used to hedge
these long-term liabilities. However, DC outcomes are
arguably not any less exposed to inflation risk and its impact
on the future value of money. Additionally, DC assets are
fragmented and subject to a shorter time horizon as a result:
each member’s pot is independent and headed for a cash payout within the next 15-20 years, given current retirement
pathway arrangements. In contrast, DB liabilities are pooled
and being transferred to insurance companies, where they
will remain pooled after members retire.
The lack of risk hedging at DC schemes is worrying given the reservations about industry consolidation and looming threats
to DC pension outcome adequacy (see pages 10 and 17). Other challenges resulting from constant regulatory change also
limit the focus on improving DC default funds and modelling member outcomes (see page 6). This leaves DC schemes at a
substantial disadvantage and highlights the need for products and services specifically targeting such schemes.

KEY STATISTICS

46%
say currency risk is hedged
either only at DC clients or
both DB and DC schemes

36%
say only DB clients hedge
currency risk

14%
say equity volatility risk is
hedged either only at DC
clients or both DB and DC
schemes

31%
say only DB clients hedge
equity volatility risk

9%
say inflation risk is hedged at
both DB and DC clients

84%
say only DB clients hedge
inflation risk
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SMALL DB SCHEMES CANNOT ACCESS ALL SOLUTIONS EITHER
DB schemes with assets under £1bn also face limitations in accessing
beneficial investment options, including infrastructure and private markets.
Over three-quarters of independent trustees working primarily for DB schemes with assets over £1bn state that their clients
are already investing in value-added asset classes such as infrastructure, private credit and private equity. However, less than
half of independent trustees to smaller schemes with assets under £1bn can say the same, and many choose not to invest in
such assets even if they are currently accessible. Reasons include cost, liquidity and complexity constraints (see next page).
Interestingly, there are asset classes which large schemes can access but choose not to – these include commodities, small cap
equities and hedge funds. Access to these asset classes is not valued very highly, as they do not fit the derisking path for DB
schemes or the need for simple liquid cost-efficient solutions offering DC schemes a unique value-add.

KEY STATISTICS

75%
of schemes with assets over
£1bn invest in
infrastructure

83%
of them have an allocation
to private credit

83%
of them invest in private
equity too

47%
of schemes with assets
below £1bn choose not to
access private equity

41%
of them avoid infrastructure

38%
of them choose not to invest
in private credit
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COSTS, VEHICLES AND COMPLEXITY IMPEDE ACCESS TO ALTERNATIVE ASSETS

22
22

TRUSTEES WANT LOWER FEES, LIQUID PRODUCTS AND REGULATORY CHANGE

23
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FEE LEVELS AND ESG ARE NOW CORE MANAGER CRITERIA
Competitive fees are a core requirement for the UK pensions industry – but
ESG integration and implementation have officially become one too.
Just under half of independent trustees say competitive fees are one of the top criteria in manager selection – closely followed
by other basic requirements like having the right team and process in place, as well as the performance track record. One of
the key reasons for the focus on fees is that independent trustees tend to work with DC schemes or smaller DB schemes, who
are all dealing with limitations to their bargaining power and the types of solutions they can access (see pages 19-21).
However, it is interesting to see ESG integration and the manager’s approach to sustainability now featured as the second most
important requirement, officially making it a core manager selection criteria. Despite ESG reporting ranking lower, ESG
requirements are increasing – with many schemes now looking for carbon data and climate scenario analysis, which are not yet
readily available from managers.

KEY STATISTICS

46%
would select managers
based on competitive fees

44%
would focus on ESG
integration and the
manager’s approach to
sustainability

42%
want managers to have the
right team of experts

40%
would verify the manager
has the right process in
place

59%
require carbon scores and
footprint disclosures from
managers, but they are not
readily available

49%
have a similar issue with
climate scenario analysis
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LARGE SCHEMES HAVE MORE DETAILED ESG REQUIREMENTS
Schemes over £1bn have more stringent manager ESG requirements, but
many disclosures are not yet readily available.
With TCFD reporting deadlines approaching for large schemes and DC master trusts in the UK, independent trustees working
with schemes over £1bn have more stringent manager ESG requirements, even when it comes to the basics. A greater
proportion of them require a clear policy on engagement, a voting track record, an annual report, and engagement evidence.
However, 70% of large schemes also require carbon footprint data which is not yet readily available – versus just half of small
schemes under £1bn. And 30% of large schemes already receive climate scenario analysis, while this is not yet required by
smaller schemes. Interest in diversity and compensation stats is also rising. Instead, 73% of smaller schemes require ESG
ratings from their asset managers – likely because they invest in pooled funds.

KEY STATISTICS

80%
of schemes over £1bn want
their managers to have a
clear policy on engagement

70%
of them receive a voting
track record from managers

100%
of them want to see an
annual ESG report but just
half say it is readily available

~50%
of schemes under £1bn
require and receive such
disclosures from their
managers

70%
of schemes over £1bn are
looking for carbon scores
and footprint data but it is
not yet available

73%
of schemes under £1bn
expect to see ESG ratings
from their managers
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MANAGERS NEED A NEW, SIMPLER WAY OF COMMUNICATING WITH TRUSTEES
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APPENDIX: AUDIENCE BREAKDOWN
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